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Industrial Minerals Resources Reporting
Base for Financial Valuation
PRESENTATION OVERVIEW
A A few words about Imerys
A History
A Current activities

A Mineral Reserves and Resources reporting of industrial
minerals : practice and structure
A Introduction of the valuation of the mineral asset in line
with IFRS 2005
A Current practice in Imerys Group
C Concluding remarks
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A few words about Imerys
BRIEF HISTORY
A Imerys has its roots dating back to 1880 with nickel mining in
New Caledonia as principal activity
A It was in 60’s & 70’s that IMETAL as the group was known then
diversified into zinc, lead, copper, and uranium
A The interest in industrial minerals started in mid to late 80’s with the
first acquisitions in refractory minerals, clays, kaolin and calcium
carbonate and the start of divestiture of metals mining assets
A In 1999 IMETAL purchased ECC and changed its name to Imerys in
2000 to better reflect its principal interest and break with metals
C

Since then Imerys has grown mainly by acquisition to become
the leader specialising in industrial minerals as a diversified
and decentralised Group
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A few words about Imerys - structure
A Sales € 3.449M
A Net current income € 267M
A Operating Margin 11.7%
A Return on capital employed 12%
C Quoted on Euronext Paris as part of the SBF 120 index
A 17 000 employees in 47 countries (260 sites)
A Mining activities in 26 countries on 112 sites
A 33 Competent Persons
A Approx 100 geologists and mining engineers
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A few words about Imerys - markets
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A few words about Imerys - positioning
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Industrial Minerals – special reporting
category
A

Mineral Reserves & Resources Reporting introduced in 2002

A

Basis of reporting is ‘The Reporting Code’ October 2001

A

Introduced as part of the Group budget system with fully traceable
documentation to geological source documents

A

Reporting basis is exclusive with NN-1 included

A

Reporting is conform to the special conditions ie.
‘Reporting of industrial minerals, stone and aggregates’

A

Basis of public reporting is contained kilo metric tons on dry basis
to simplify reporting and to safeguard sensitive information
regarding yields, qualities and market applications

A All conversion factors from in situ data to final product part of report
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Industrial Minerals – special reporting
category
A Mineral Reserves and Resources published annually in the Group
annual report summarised by product group and continent using
footnotes to explain any significant movements that require
special comment

A Report includes
A

A

A statement on risks and uncertainties inherently associated
with resource evaluation, markets and other parameters,
evolution of estimates due to ongoing geological work which
could have either a positive or negative impact
A statement indicating that there are no known factors that
could materially adversely affect the estimates
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Geological confidence

Geological Information
Mineral Resource
1 306Mt

Mineral Reserve
560Mt

Inferred
869Mt

Probable
157Mt

Indicated
276Mt

Measured
161Mt

Proved
403Mt

Modifying Factors
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Valuation – prior to 2004
C

Global approach without taking into account the confidence levels
related to differences in Reserves & Resource category estimates

C

Disparity between valuation by different BU’s across the Group
C
C
C
C

Mineral asset not valued
Mineral asset over or under valued
No difference between Reserves and Resources
No distinction between value of Reserves and value of Resources

C

Unit value / t globally fixed at acquisition date and rarely revised
afterwards

C

Depletion ratio wrong reflecting incorrect performance reporting
of mining activities

C

No link between Reserves and Resources reporting and value in
asset register

C

Little internal or external transparency
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Revaluation of Mineral asset – IFRS 2005
A Opportunity to review the measurement of assets under certain
conditions at International Financial Reporting Standards 1 = first
time adoption in 2005
A Mineral Reserves & Resources = Financial assets based on
physical inventory of mineral assets
A Direct link between work of geologists and mining engineers and
the results of the Group started in 2004
A Incorporated in the internal and external audit as part of the
Group’s financial audit system to guarantee compliance with the
Group’s policies
A Precise and accurate view of its Mineral Reserves & Resources
A Homogeniety and improved comparability between BU’s through
its management indicators
A Overall improvement in management of Group’s mineral asset
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Current System – implementation during 2004
A Adopting ‘The Reporting Code’ as the basis for financial
reporting
C Calling on independant experts to define ‘Fair Value’
based on
C
C
C
C

Acquisitions, recent market operations, mineral leases
Discounted calculations of future cash flows
Discounted calculations of future royalties
Internal production cost approach

C Value per ton will be discounted for different categories
of resources in order to take into account the related
confidence level
C
C
C
C

Reserves valued at 100% of unit value
Measured Resources at 50% of unit value
Indicated Resources at 25% of unit value
Inferred Resources – not valued

C Obligatory collaboration between BU and mine managers,
geologists, mining engineers and controllers
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Current System – accounting principals
A Annual reconciliation between inventory quantities and book values
C

Evolution between Reserves and Resources estimates between year
N and NN-1 (CP responsibility)

A New depreciation ratio calculated each year closing based on
reconcilliation and used for the following year’s income statement
C

Equation to be solved by controllers :
Unit value / t = Closing book value of Reserves & Resources
100%*Reserves + 75%*Measured + 25%*Indicated
Where :
- Closing book value is value at N-1 less depreciation (production tons*unit
value at N-1) plus value of acquisitions and drilling & related costs less
value of sessions
- Reserves are total Reserves (including transfers from resources,
acquisitions, sessions etc.)
- Resources are total Resources (net of transfers to reserves and sessions
and including acquisitions )
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Current System – accounting principals
A Yearly depreciation expense calculations have a sound and uniform
base
A Applicable Group wide including all acquisitions
A Managers now think in terms of Reserves and Resources and no
longer globally resulting in better accuracy
C

Effective method to value mineral asset over life of mine taking all
movements in technical estimation into account on a year by year
basis

A Specific accounting treatments recognised by controllers based on
CP’s reports for all particular situations (by(by-products, coco-products
exceptional changes ….)
C

Because Industrial Minerals markets are generally aligned with GDP
growth there are few cyclic variations permitting a stable valuation
of mineral asset
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Current System – benefits
C

A large part of the added value of Industrial Minerals products is
generated during the processing stage permitting the mineral
asset to be valued homogenously across the Group

C

Book value always has to be justified with regard to inventory
quantities compiled by Competent Persons

C

Better technical and financial management of mineral assets due
to a visible impact of their work

C

Improved communication between technical and finance through
regular exchanges for consolidation

C

Platform to conduct impairement test when there is a noteable
misalignment between book and real value of the mineral asset
either at a specific site or across sites on a mineral type

C

Homogenous vision of mineral asset both from a technical and an
accounting point of view across Group

C

Improved transparency, materiality ….
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Questions ?
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